
 
2018 Summer Reading 
University High School 

English 1 
 

To prepare for English 1 in ninth grade, 
incoming freshmen to University High 
School are asked to complete a summer 
reading assignment.  Summer reading 
assignments are shown to help students 
keep pace with the rigor associated with 
high school and prevent the “summer 
slide.”   

 
“Summer is the perfect time for students of all ages to relax, but it’s 
also a time when summer learning loss can occur. This learning loss 

is called the ‘summer slide,’ and happens when children do not 
engage in educational activities during the summer months.” 

~U.S. Department of Education 
 
This year students are asked to read “Fahrenheit 451” by Ray Bradbury.  Published 
in 1953, it is regarded as one of his best works.  The novel presents a future 
American society where books are outlawed and "firemen" burn any that are 
found.  The book's tagline explains the title: "Fahrenheit 451 – the temperature at 
which book paper catches fire, and burns..." The lead character is a fireman named 
Montag who becomes disillusioned with the role of censoring works and 
destroying knowledge, eventually quitting his job and joining a resistance group 
who memorize and share the world's greatest literary and cultural works.  Such an 
influential work, “Fahrenheit 451” is being featured as an HBO movie starring 
Michael B. Jordan as Montag. 
 
While reading, students will complete a CHARACTER INFERENCES CHART (see 
description on next page).  The CHARACTER INFERENCES CHART will give 
students the opportunity to analyze important characters and their impact on the 
text.  When students arrive in the fall, the inferences will help students understand 
the essential questions, standards, and concepts of our first academic unit as well 
as make meaningful connections to the world around them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.hbo.com/movies/fahrenheit-451


Character Inferences Chart 

Page 
# 

Character  Text  Think 

  List the 
character’s 
name. 

List direct quotes from 
which inferences about the 
characters can be made. 
 

Make inferences based 
upon the information from 
the text and the student’s 
personal knowledge and 
experiences. 

Your inferences should focus on Guy Montag and at least 4 of the following 
characters - Mrs. Ann Bowles, Stoneman, Clarisse McClellan, Mrs. Clara Phelps, 
Granger, Beatty, Black, Mildred Montag, and Faber.  In addition to making 
inferences for at least four characters, you must make at 7 inferences per 
character as you read the book. 

 
The 2018 Summer Reading assignment is due on the first day of school, Monday, 
August 13, 2018.  In addition to submitting their assignment to their English 1 
teacher, students will extend their learning from the novel while participating in 
paired nonfiction and fiction readings and participating in extension activities 
during the first two weeks of the school year. 
 
Any questions?  Email Mr. Johnson at eddie.johnsonii@ocps.net.   
 
We hope you each have an excellent summer! 
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